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1. Purpose
This Opportunities and Barriers Report for the North Las Vegas Study Area compiles and
interprets the background data, market analysis, and analysis of redevelopment opportunities
and barriers for each site. It is an interim product meant to communicate point-in-time
conclusions based on the analysis completed to date.
This report will inform the ongoing planning process by providing: (1) a compilation of data
describing major demographic and real estate development trends that will affect the
redevelopment of Downtown North Las Vegas, (2) initial findings regarding possible “highest
and best use” for the “Island” area, and (3) a list of economic or market-based issues that will
require further evaluation as the planning process continues. The Report communicates, for
discussion and further process, the consultant team’s best current thinking about
redevelopment potential of the site. While it discusses uses for residential, retail, or industrial
uses, additional research and community conversation will be needed to determine the
appropriate mix.
Redevelopment of this site aligns with the Southern Nevada Strong policy objectives of
continuing to improve downtown; improving regional and residential access and connectivity
to services, jobs, and employment centers; diversifying local economic opportunities; promoting
development in nearby neighborhoods; improving safety; and making streets safer and easier
for walking and biking.
Three technical memos accompany and inform this report (see appendices). These include a
technical analysis of the local market; land use planning; and transportation infrastructure,
services and connectivity. This report and associated memos is part of a suite of deliverables
related to development of the opportunity site, including a forthcoming set of draft and
preferred programmatic alternatives and an implementation strategy for transit-oriented
development.

2. Development Context Summary
Centrally located in Downtown North Las Vegas, the opportunity site consists of the properties
that are collectively referred to as the Lake Mead Island (“the Island”). This area includes an
area generally bound by I-15 to the west, Las Vegas Boulevard to the east, and Lake Mead
Boulevard to the north and south. The site is immediately east of a freeway exit that provides
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access to Downtown North Las Vegas and has the potential to be a major gateway into the
community (Figure 1). The improved N. Fifth Street Super Arterial bisects the Island, eventually
connecting the northernmost areas of North Las Vegas and southern most areas of Henderson
within the Las Vegas Valley. The Lake Mead Island is in relatively close proximity to
Downtown Las Vegas and the Las Vegas Strip, as well.
Surrounding land uses and future development patterns, including the majority of those in
Downtown North Las Vegas, will influence the design and development of the opportunity site
into the future. The analysis includes a study of the greater Downtown North Las Vegas area,
and is referred to as the North Las Vegas study area, or study area throughout this document.

2.1. Major Land Uses
Existing Land Uses
The city’s Comprehensive Master Plan notes that past development in North Las Vegas has
grown northward, leaving vacant parcels of various sizes within developed areas. The
opportunity site has several vacant parcels of land, along with existing commercial uses within
the Lake Mead couplet, and residential uses to the north and south. Outside of the opportunity
site, the North Las Vegas study area is mostly developed with several large underdeveloped or
undeveloped parcels designated for non-residential uses. Existing land uses include residential,
entertainment and commercial, medical, civic/public, and undeveloped, further described
below.
 Residential: The majority of residential is composed of detached single-family homes
generally located along N. Fifth Street as well as north of Carey Avenue. There are several
multi-family housing developments located along Donna Street and adjacent to I-15. To
the south, between Judson Avenue and N. Las Vegas Boulevard, is a mobile home park.
 Entertainment and Commercial: Along N. Las Vegas Boulevard, there are two large
casinos: Jerry’s Nugget Casino and the Silver Nugget Casino. These are located on large
parcels and are adjacent to strip commercial development. Commercial uses are also
located along Lake Mead Boulevard. The Las Flores shopping center is planned for
construction along the north side of N. Las Vegas Boulevard, and across from the Silver
Nugget Casino.
 Medical: The North Vista Hospital is located to the southeast of the site along Lake Mead
Boulevard and is located next to the College Park Shopping Center, just outside of the
study area to the east.
 Civic/Public: To the east, the recently completed City Hall Complex and Police Station are
located adjacent to the Silver Nugget Casino. North of Carey Avenue, Petitti Park and Jim
Bridger Middle School are located adjacent to single-family detached homes. At the
western extent of the site are two schools: Quannah McCall Elementary School and
Martinez Elementary School.
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 Undeveloped: Towards the center of the site is the largest undeveloped parcel in the
study area (approximately 33 acres and zoned for commercial/retail), which is slated for
development. Undeveloped land also exists near the intersection of N. Fifth Street and
Lake Mead Boulevard, and there are many small, undeveloped residential parcels
intermixed among the existing single-family homes between Carey Avenue and Lake
Mead Boulevard.

Planned Land Uses and Zoning
The Comprehensive Plan designates more than half of all lands within the study area
(approximately 54%) as a redevelopment area comprising a combination of uses (North Las
Vegas Land Use Map). The second largest land use by area is low density residential. The City
of North Las Vegas regulates planned land uses through its zoning map and zoning ordinance.
There are two categories of zoning designations within the study area: zoning within the
Redevelopment Area District (R-A) and zoning outside of this district. The R-A District follows
the direction of the North Las Vegas Downtown Master Plan and Investment Strategy through a
number of strategies, including:
 Designating areas for intensification of retail and service uses along Lake Mead Boulevard
and N. Las Vegas Boulevard;
 Designating areas for intensification of casino, hotel and entertainment uses along N. Las
Vegas Boulevard and along Lake Mead Boulevard;
 Designating medium high and high-density residential areas as buffers between
retail/service, offices and casino/hotel/entertainment uses and adjacent stable
neighborhoods; and
 Coordinating the streetscape design elements of public rights-of-way and other public
and semi-public properties with private development activities within the redevelopment
area.
The study area includes five zoning types within the R-A District, as well as four zoning types
outside of this district. Tables 1 and 2 provide a summary of development standards for these
zones (North Las Vegas Zoning Map).1

The zoning ordinance defines a Downtown Core Subdistrict zone but does not define four zoning districts found
within the study area that are identified on the zoning map. These include Commercial/Retail (R-A/CR),
Casino/Hotel/Entertainment (R-A/CHE), Focus Area (R-A/FA) and Office (R-A/OFF). All four of these zoning
districts call for uses that would generally comply with the Downtown Core Subdistrict zone. For the purposes of
this memo all four of these zoning districts are combined into the Downtown Core Subdistrict summary, however
further study will be needed to ensure compliance with applicable zoning requirements.
1
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Table 1: Study Area Development Standards: Residential Uses
Non-Redevelopment Area
District Zones

Redevelopment Area District Zones
Medium High
Density
Residential

High Density
Residential

Density Range

6 units per acre

None

Min. Lot Area
Setbacks (ft.)
Front
Side
Rear
Height (ft.)

3,000-4,751 sf
20
5-10
15
35

Development
Standard

1,700 sf

Single-family
Low
Residential
4.5-6 units
per acre1
6,000 sf

Medium Density
6.01-13 units
per acre1
3,000-4,000 sf

High Density
50 units per
acre
875 sf

20
5-10
15
35

15-20
5-10
10-15
35

15-20
5-10
10-15
35

15-20
5-10
15
35

Source: City of North Las Vegas Zoning Ordinance and Zoning Map
1 Must comply with the Residential Design Incentive System in Section 17.24.090(G). The City allows greater flexibility in
residential zoning based on heighted residential design criteria.

Table 2: Study Area Development Standards: Non-Residential Uses
NonRedevelopment
Area Zones

Redevelopment Area District Zones
Public/SemiPublic1

Planned Unit
Development

Min. Lot Area (sf)

None

-

Min. Lot Width (ft.)
Setbacks (ft.)
Front
Side
Rear
Height (ft.)

None

-

Downtown
Core
Subdistrict
450 per
dwelling unit2
602

10
0
0
604

-

10
0
0
604

Development
Standard

Business Park3
None
100
30
0
15
45

Source: City of North Las Vegas Zoning Ordinance and Zoning Map
1 The minimum lot area and lot width are determined by the ability to meet building area, parking,
landscaping, setbacks, and other applicable standards.
2 Applies only to vertical mixed use with residential dwelling units. Other uses must have a minimum lot
width of 100 ft.
3The minimum lot area, lot width, and maximum floor area ratios are determined by the ability to meet
building area, parking, landscaping, setbacks, and other applicable standards.
4 Where a lot is adjacent to a residential zone district or subdistrict boundary, the planning commission may
require a reduction in structure height and/or increased setbacks than those established in this table to
ensure compatibility and mitigation of potential adverse impacts.

Based on existing zoning, only three percent (or approximately 31 acres) of the total study area
allow for higher density residential. Though much of the residential zoning in the study area is
designated as lower density residential, the Downtown Core Subdistrict allows for some
flexibility in residential density.
Aside from the single family low zoning, all districts generally allow for a smaller lot area. For
non-residential uses, there are limited standards that provide for building intensity ranges.
These are based on the ability of the development to meet other design regulations, including
height, setbacks and other requirements.
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2.2. Design and Development Guidelines
Several documents and studies guide the development and design of future uses within the
study area. These include the Comprehensive Plan, Zoning Ordinance, North Fifth Street
Transit Supportive Concept Plan, and North Las Vegas Downtown Master Plan and Investment
Strategy. Design and development guidelines and related policies encourage development that
is consistent and compatible with the desired transit oriented development and considerate of
adjacent residential uses.
Comprehensive Plan
The Comprehensive Plan’s North Fifth Street Transit Station Influence Area designation
surrounds the N. Fifth Street and Lake Mead Boulevard intersection, extending south to
Tonopah Avenue, north to Putnam Avenue and as far east as the Silver Nugget Casino. As a
transit station area, the design of development should be consistent with several design
principles that include:
 Appropriate phasing based on market demand;
 A variety of housing types and price ranges;
 Mixed-use development with active uses (such as retail and restaurant establishments) on
the ground level;
 A gateway at the Lake Mead Boulevard and I-15 intersection, including common
development with common architectural elements, landscaping and public amenities
such as street banners and public art;
 A public space or plaza as a center feature of the design, along with a hierarchy of parks
and civic spaces from small informal squares to larger multi-use parks;
 A compact development pattern, with higher densities located closest to the station;
 Connected sidewalks and trails, shorter blocks and setbacks, parking on the street or
behind buildings, and other amenities such as lighting parks, and benches; and
 A defined parking strategy prior to development, which may include a multi-phased
approach that accounts for and adjusts to the changing parking needs of the station area
as uses develop or densities increase.

North Fifth Street Transit Supportive Concept Plan
Within the opportunity site area, the North Fifth Street Transit-Supportive Concept Plan
identifies the intersection of Lake Mead Boulevard and North Fifth Street as the Gateway
Redevelopment District. As a district, the Plan calls for several design elements, including:
 A unified and interrelated circulation system that provides “through access” as well as
development-oriented transit facilities, interconnected neighborhoods, and pedestrianoriented streets; and
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 Transit oriented development, with a greater density than community averages, a mix of
uses, a quality pedestrian environment and a defined center.

North Las Vegas Downtown Master Plan and Investment Strategy
The Downtown Master Plan and Investment Strategy outlines project goals, vision and
concepts, and a comprehensive investment strategy for Downtown North Las Vegas. There are
several key design and development policies and recommendations that will guide the future of
the opportunity site and study area, summarized below.
 Updated Zoning: Allow for flexibility in Downtown setback requirements and reducing
the width of block lengths. Since adoption of the Master Plan, the City improved
development flexibility through adoption of the Redevelopment District zones.
 Streetscape: Ensure adequate street and pathway widths to accommodate motorists,
bicyclists and pedestrians, reducing setbacks to buildings frontages and other
requirements. The Plan calls for the improvement of several “Focus Streets” that exist in
the opportunity site, including N. Las Vegas Boulevard, Lake Mead Boulevard, and N.
Fifth Street.
 Building Orientation: Orient primary building facades along streets and public edges,
minimizing exposure to the sun, and encouraging pedestrian-friendly retail, civic and
commercial spaces.
 Building Character and Façade Articulation: Utilize building elements such as cornices,
sills, balconies, awnings, porches and other features to enhance building facades, and
encourage vertical and horizontal articulation to mitigate long unbroken building
elements. Encourage the use of materials, forms and colors on buildings that provide
visual interest to the pedestrian and contribute to the street edge, and other related
guidelines.
 Parking and Service Access: Allow reduced commercial parking requirements if parking
spaces are provided in lots that are shared with other buildings, and ensure all parking is
located behind or beside buildings along N. Las Vegas Boulevard and Lake Mead
Boulevard and other related guidelines.
North Las Vegas Zoning Ordinance
The North Las Vegas Zoning Ordinance provides a set of standards for all development, as well
as zoning specific requirements, with the following major categories.
 Parking: The Development Code provides ratios for required off-street parking based on
use. The standards allow for a reduction in parking requirements when uses are planned
within proximity (around ¼-mile) from a transit stop. Alternative parking arrangements
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are also allowed with the approval of a parking demand study and with approval of a
shared parking agreement.
 Residential and Two-Family Design: Solar-oriented lots, set-back garages, stucco, stone
or brick exteriors, varied wall panes and similar standards.
 Multi-family Design: Placement near arterial or collector streets, variation in bulk and
height, integrated private open space, building clustering around amenity areas, design
considerations when adjacent to other residential uses and other similar standards.
 Circulation and Streetscape Design: Discourage cul-de-sacs and require pedestrian
connectivity, a scoring system to determine minimum connectivity requirements, and
traffic calming, landscaping and other similar standards.
 Commercial Design Standards: Building placement in front of the site, pedestrian open
spaces and plazas, architectural character and variations in building massing and height,
coherent design and decorative exterior materials and finishes, and other similar
standards.
 Sustainability: The City allows for several development incentives to improve
sustainability in the design of new construction. Projects that meet certain sustainability
options, including promoting walkability, encouraging alternative energy sources and use
of water efficient landscaping receive incentives for project design and development.

2.3. Community Context
In 2012, approximately 20,276 people lived within one mile of the study area and about 192,000
people lived within three miles of the study area. This section provides a summary of
demographics and socio-economic characteristics.
 Low population growth rates: The immediate areas surrounding the site have
experienced significantly lower growth rates than the region as a whole. Between 2000
and 2013, total population decreased by 3 percent within a one-mile radius of the study
area but increased by 8 percent within a three-mile radius. During the same period, the
total population of Clark County grew by 45 percent. Table 3, below, presents population
numbers.
Table 3. Total Population, 1 mile and 3 mile radius
2000
Area
1 mile radius
3 mile radius
North Las Vegas
Clark County

Count
21,096
177,100
216,951
1,375,765

2012/2013

% of County
1.5%
12.9%
15.8%
100.0%

Count

% of County

20,376
191,731
223,491
2,000,759

1.0%
9.6%
11.2%
100.0%

Change 2000-2013
Annual
% Change
Growth Rate
-3%
-0.3%
8%
0.6%
3%
0.2%
45%
2.9%

Source: CoStar.
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 High percentage of Hispanic/Latino population: In 2012, 43 percent of the population in
North Las Vegas was Hispanic or Latino, compared to 29.8 percent in Clark County.
From 2000 to 2013, this population segment grew by 13.4 percent in North Las Vegas,
compared to 5.8 percent in Clark County.
 Low educational attainment: Within one mile of the study area, 4 percent of the
population had a bachelor’s degree in 2012, compared to 15 percent in Clark County
overall. Thirty-nine percent of the population from this same area (one mile radius) did
not graduate from high school, compared with 15 percent for all of Clark County.
 Very low income area: Fifty percent of the households within one mile earned less than
$25,000 in 2013, while only 19 percent earned more than $50,000. By comparison, 23
percent of households in Clark County earned less than $25,000 and 49 percent earned
more than $50,000.
 Large number of household members: Fifty-seven percent of households within one mile
of the study area are comprised of three or more members, compared to 41 percent in
Clark County. Almost 28 percent of households near the opportunity site are comprised
of five or more members, whereas only 12 percent of Clark County households have more
than five people.
 Reliance on public transportation: The average household within one mile of the site has
only one car. Based on OnTheMap data, two of the largest destinations for daily
commuters are the Strip and the medical district area.
 Low home values: Sixty-five percent of homes located within one mile of the opportunity
site are valued at less than $100,000, while only six percent are valued at greater than
$200,000. By comparison, 29 percent of homes in Clark County are valued at less than
$100,000 and 29 percent are valued at more than $200,000.
 High unemployment rate: In 2013, the unemployment rate within one mile was 14.2
percent. Within three miles the 2013 unemployment rate was 11.9 percent, compared to
8.7 percent for all of Clark County.
 High job inflow area: Nearly three percent of employees both lived and worked within
one mile of the study area in 2011, compared to 10.3 percent within the three-mile radius.
In 2002, roughly twice as many people commuted into the area as commuted from the
area to work elsewhere in 2002. By 2011, this ratio had increased to 2.5, mostly due to a
population decrease of about 30 percent within the one mile radius.

2.4. Policy Context
The Visioning 2025 Strategic Plan presents the long-term future vision for North Las Vegas, and
includes strategies for the City to pursue in the next 20 years. Key policies related to the future
development of the opportunity site include:
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 Creating residential villages and neighborhoods that have distinct character and
integrated commercial uses;
 Promoting high quality residential infill and mixed use development and emphasizing a
balanced approach to providing commercial and residential development; and
 Developing a large regional commercial center while focusing development within
“pivotal centers”, which include Downtown.
The City of North Las Vegas has prioritized its downtown core through a variety of plans and
projects. The 2006 City of North Las Vegas Comprehensive Plan and the Downtown Master
Plan and Investment Strategy both place emphasis on the Downtown, envisioning a mixed use
district. Due to the economic downturn, very little of the plan has been implemented, but staff
has indicated that the overall vision, plan elements and strategies still hold true.
The entire study area is also located within the Downtown Business District. Based on the North
Las Vegas Comprehensive Master Plan, the City has designated this opportunity site as an
Activity Center. The intent for the Downtown Activity Center is to serve as a high-quality,
defining center of the city with a strong sense of place.
The City of North Las Vegas, in cooperation with the Regional Transportation Commission of
Southern Nevada (RTC), is planning to continue improvements to N. Fifth Street between Losee
Road just north of Carey Avenue and the Northern Beltway (CC-215), a distance of
approximately six miles. The goal of the overall project is to provide an enhanced north-south
transportation corridor and improve mobility, alleviate traffic congestion, provide transit and
multi-use trail facilities, and accommodate growth.

Major Projects
There are several planned and recent developments within the North Las Vegas study area.
Highlights are summarized below.
 Las Flores Shopping Center: The planned shopping center will total 350,000 square feet
of retail space, including a mix of large big box tenants, combined with a variety of
smaller national, regional and local store merchants. The site is located across from the
Silver Nugget Casino along N. Las Vegas Boulevard. Development has stalled and timing
of the project moving forward is uncertain.
 North Fifth Street Improvements: The City recently made improvements to N. Fifth
Street between Owens Avenue and I-15 to include landscaped multi-use trails,
streetlights, a pedestrian bridge and other improvements including traffic signals.
 Petitti Park Renovations: The City recently renovated the park to include restrooms,
shade structures, an athletic field, parking and related upgrades.
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 City Hall Campus Development: In 2011/2012, the City constructed a 210,000 square foot
City Hall on a 12-acre parcel along N. Las Vegas Boulevard.
 North Vista Hospital Expansion: The planned North Vista hospital expansion, and
redevelopment of police station property for hospital use on Lake Mead Boulevard,
represents a nearby development opportunity.
 Civic Center Plaza: Civic Center Plaza is a large shopping complex bordered by
McDaniel, Lake Mead Boulevard, and Civic Center Drive. A developer is acquiring the
entire property with the intent of renovating and redeveloping portions of the site.
Improvements will include creating an attractive, pedestrian-friendly shopping
experience along McDaniel, as called for in the Downtown Master Plan.

2.5. Market Conditions
Development Potential by Use
The majority of the study area is reserved for residential uses. In addition to residential uses,
there are approximately 400 acres of non-residential-zoned land. According to the city’s Zoning
Ordinance, the development potential of non-residential land is dependent on the design of
individual development projects. For the non-residential zoning within the site, parking,
landscaping, setbacks, and other applicable standards determine the building area.
Table 3 provides a summary of potential development capacity within the North Las Vegas
study area based on existing zoning.
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Table 3: Potential Development Capacity by Zoning District: North Las Vegas
Study Area
Residential Dwelling Units
Total Area
(acres)

Min.1

Max.

R-A/R-2

76

-

458

R-A/PSP

21

N/A

N/A

Zoning Designation
Residential
R-1
R-2

1 The

minimum is determined by the ability to meet building area, parking, landscaping, setbacks, and other
applicable standards.
Note: Total acreage is based solely on gross acreage of site and does not account for other development
requirements such as parking standards, pedestrian walkways or street improvements. The totals provided in
this table represent a preliminary assessment of total land area based on existing zoning requirements and will
require additional refinement based on existing conditions, regulatory parameters and on-the-ground
conditions. Total acreage is based on available GIS data and does not include public rights-of-way or the
entirety of land within the proposed boundary.

Residential
Major residential development in the study area has taken the form of planned communities.
For example, the 1900-acre Aliante is just one of several built or planned communities that will
comprise the nearly 16,000 acres the Bureau of Land Management has transferred to the City of
North Las Vegas. Key characteristics of housing in the area are noted below.
 Decreasing homeownership and high percentage of renters: Two-thirds of units within
one mile of the study area were renter occupied in 2013, compared to 60 percent in 2000.
By comparison, 43 percent of units in Clark County are renter occupied.
 Smaller, older units and lower price per square foot: Multi-family units near the study
area are generally older and smaller than the regional average. The average multi-family
building within one mile of the study area was built in 1971, compared to 1979 in Clark
County. Average rent per square foot within one mile was $0.80 per SF in the first quarter
of 2014, and the average unit size was 800 square feet. These are smaller than the Clark
County averages of $0.88 per SF and 875 square feet per unit.
 Vacancy rates high and holding steady: Within one mile of the study area, the multifamily vacancy rate is 12.2 percent, compared with 8.9 percent within three miles and 6.8
percent for Clark County. Vacancy rates steadily declined from their peak levels in 2009
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within one mile of the Site; however, rates have slightly increased in the past 12 months
with absorption of -0.9 percent (22 units).
 Limited new construction of multi-family units: Seven percent of buildings and 13
percent of the units within one mile of the study area have been constructed since 2000.
Within the region, nine percent of buildings and 24 percent of units have been built since
2000. There have been no construction starts of multi-family units since 2008.

Office/Flex
 Older office product: The average building within a one mile radius of the study area
was built in 1979, and within a 3 mile radius was built in 1963, compared to 1993 for Clark
County.
 Higher rent per square foot and lower vacancy: Within one mile of the study area, rent
per square foot is $22.01 compared to $19.30 for Clark County. The vacancy rate is 9.7
percent compared to 19.2 percent for Clark County. Gross asking rent within one mile
steadily decreased from a high of $30 per square foot in 2009 to $18 per square foot in
2013.
 More Class A availability: Twenty-eight percent of the available office space is Class A
within one mile of the opportunity site, compared to 14 percent for Clark County.
 Limited office construction: Within one mile of the study area there has been no office
construction since 2008; within three miles approximately 200,000 square feet of office
space has been under construction for the last 3 years.

Retail
 Retail vacancy rate increasing: Vacancy rates within one mile of the opportunity site are
15 percent (7 percent within three miles). The average for Clark County is in between, at
9.1 percent. Within one mile, vacancy rates were as low as two percent in 2010 and have
steadily climbed since. In the first quarter of 2014, there has been negative absorption of
100,000 square feet (11.6 percent) within one mile, compared to an 0.8 percent increase in
Clark County
 Retail rental rates are steady and in line with regional trends: Within a one-mile radius
of the opportunity site, triple net rents per square foot have held steady at around $16
since 2010. Within three miles, rates have been decreasing steadily since 2009, and are
currently $13.59 per square foot, compared to $15.44 for Clark County.
 Limited construction. Within one mile of the opportunity site, there have been no
construction starts since 2011. Within three miles, starts have been increasing since 2011,
with 140,000 square feet beginning in 2013.
 Limited retail gaps: Retail sales are nearly double the predicted amount within one mile
of the opportunity site, and slightly more than double the demand within three miles. The
major gap identified in the retail gap analysis within one mile of the opportunity sites was
for specialty food stores, which only supplied less than 50 percent of local demand.
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3. Development Opportunities
A complete summary (MIG and ECO) will be developed following further conversations.

3.1. Transportation
Transportation-related opportunities include the following:
 Improve transit stops along Carey Avenue by setting further back from the street when
possible;
 Construct at-grade crossing for better circulation along Fifth Street between Lake Mead
Boulevard and Carey Avenue;
 Connect streets through to Lake Mead Boulevard for better circulation;
 Ensure major intersections have crosswalks on both sides, particularly at Lake Mead
Boulevard and Fifth Street;
 Use fenestration and create pedestrian and bicycle paths through large parcels west of Las
Vegas Boulevard;
 Create a center-running Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) lane along Las Vegas Boulevard with
upgraded stop amenities; and
 Use extra right-of-way to create a separate multi-use path or cycle track along Las Vegas
Boulevard west of Civic Center Drive.

3.2. Housing
Diversity and international in-migration.
The foreign born population comprises almost 22 percent of Clark County’s population. The
foreign born population has steadily increased between 2000 and 2012, with an average annual
growth rate of 4.8 percent. International migrant growth (in-migration) is expected to increase
at an annual rate of 2.6 percent in Clark County between 2013 and 2030. This area, given its low
rents and older housing stock, will likely continue to accommodate lower income populations
going forward.
Demand for rental housing.
Median contract rent in Clark County increased 27 percent from 2000 to 2012, from $648 to $825.
The peak in contract rent was in 2008, with a median contract rent for Clark County of $899. For
the same period North Las Vegas also experienced the largest increase in rents. Given a
growing preference for rental housing, this area will likely continue to see a high proportion of
people living in rental units.
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Growth in older residents will drive future housing demand.
Overall, Clark County’s population is slightly aging, but it is younger than that nation overall.
People over 65 will make up 20 percent of the population in 2035 (up from 12 percent in 2012).
The aging of the population will decrease demand for single-family detached units and increase
demand for housing types specific to seniors, such as assisted living facilities. This area could
provide housing and services for people of all ages allowing them to age in place and access
services close to home with or without a car.
Housing preferences and transportation costs will affect the location of housing demand.
Two of the groups forecast to grow the most, retirees and Echo Boomers, may generally prefer
to live in areas where urban services (e.g., shopping) are easily accessible. In addition, gasoline
prices are forecast to remain at existing levels or to increase through 2035. The region’s
employment forecast shows growth in lower-wage sectors (e.g., Retail Trade or Arts and
Entertainment). This suggests that the County will continue to have demand lower-cost
housing. In the short term, increased foreclosures have caused housing prices to drop and have
increased the supply of houses listed for sale. This has also led to a decline in homeownership
rates and increased share of renters living in single-family detached housing as single-family
detached housing was overbuilt during the recent housing market bubble. Previous
homeowners who are now renting will look to re-enter the housing market, changing the
demand dynamic as recovery occurs.

Employment
Medical office development is likely better than for general office development due to changing
drivers of demand for medical office space.
The region’s aging population and shift in health care policies from the Affordable Care Act to
more preventative outpatient care will drive the need for additional future medical office space.
In addition, the location of the outpatient facilities is shifting away from locating near medical
centers toward more dispersed locations in closer proximity to the region’s population. Health
care is the only broad sector that has gained jobs since 2007, adding 9,435 jobs in the region. The
North Vista Hospital’s expansion may provide an opportunity for other medical related
businesses nearby.
The area has many large lots and supporting infrastructure that could accommodate a major
employment use.
If the City were to attract a large employer that was interested in employing people who live
near the downtown area and could fit into one of the large vacant lots in the area, there could be
additional housing and retail that could support that use.

4. Development Barriers
4.1. Market Conditions / Development Capacity/Culture
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Low incomes cannot support higher end retail uses.
The retail in this area serves the surrounding population with a variety of neighborhoodserving restaurants, shops, and services. With a median household income of around $25,000,
North Las Vegas has much lower incomes than other communities in the region.
Approximately 20 percent of the population in North Las Vegas is living in poverty, compared
with about 16 percent of the total Clark County population.
Retail development potential is likely mixed due to changing retail landscape.
Vacancies are decreasing and demand will likely continue to increase if the region’s population
and the number of visitors continue to grow. However, demand for retail space -- especially for
shopping -- may not be as strong as in the past with increases in online retailing. There may be
demand for additional restaurants, bars, and retail space as the population increases.

4.2. Regulatory Issues
Existing development regulations are generous and offer flexibility for future growth potential,
including the Downtown Core Subdistrict and Planned Unit Development zoning. However,
some higher density residential-zoned areas lack the types of development guidelines to
encourage the development intensification desired for several areas of the site. High density
residential-zoned parcels are currently subject to 35-foot building height restrictions, as well as
similar building setbacks as required for larger lot, lower density residential development. At
the same time, high density residential zoning allows for design flexibility when development
proposal meet additional design criteria specified by the zoning ordinance.
A large percentage of land in the study area is currently zoned exclusively for low-to-mediumdensity residential which does not permit the type of higher density housing envisioned. This
zoning allows for larger lots with a density range between 4.5 to 13 units per acre. In addition,
certain sections of the zoning ordinance allow for development that may conflict with other city
policies that support denser, transit oriented development. For example, the study area has
capacity for approximately 9,000 residential units in five different zoning districts (Table 3),
with over half of this total zoned for lower density residential development.2

4.3. Transportation
Despite a high level of pedestrian activity, the Downtown street network provides a poor
pedestrian environment and generally lacks in connectivity. Long blocks create pedestrian
barriers, especially in residential areas where pedestrians tend to cross busy streets midway
along the block without adequate traffic control. North Fifth Street serves as a physical barrier
separating the east and west portions of the opportunity site and study area. In addition,
limited connectivity exists between residential neighborhoods and the Downtown commercial

Acreages based on available Clark County GIS data and include parcels within the opportunity site boundary and
may also include parcels that extend outside of this boundary. Therefore, these totals should be considered as general
estimates that will require additional study.
2
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core. In some places, narrow sidewalks, little existing bicycle infrastructure, and transit shelters
with minimal setbacks are cause for concern with respect to pedestrian and bicycle safety.
Specific transportation-related barriers to redevelopment within the study area are identified
below.

Pedestrian Connectivity
 Long blocks: While the residential neighborhood has a grid structure, the blocks are
relatively long for pedestrian travel.
 Oddly shaped parcels: The diagonal trajectory of N. Las Vegas Boulevard results in large,
oddly shaped parcels, which can further exacerbate connectivity issues for pedestrians.
 Narrow sidewalks: The site area is well covered with sidewalks on both sides of the
street, but in many cases they are narrow and “attached” with no buffer between high
speed traffic on adjacent roadways.
 Few pedestrian crossings: For example, to the north of E. Lake Mead Boulevard, the
nearest at-grade street crossing is nearly a half mile north at E. Carey Avenue.
 Many lanes of traffic: Intersections can present a challenge to pedestrians, with many
crossings consisting of several lanes of traffic. For example, at E. Lake Mead Boulevard,
pedestrians must cross eight lanes of traffic.

Bicycle Travel
 Minimal infrastructure: Despite high observed levels of bicycle use, the study area has
little existing bicycle infrastructure. Currently, cyclists often use sidewalk facilities, which
are already narrow and constrained.
 High speeds on N Las Vegas Boulevard: High speed automobile travel on N. Las Vegas
Boulevard deters cyclists from using this designated “bicycle compatible street”.
 East-west connectivity on lower traffic volume street: Extremely large parcels between
Donna Street and N. Las Vegas Boulevard create a barrier to east-west travel on lower
traffic volume streets.

Transit Access and Safety
 Physical barriers: Many subdivisions and empty lots have walls or fences that block
pedestrian connections between the residential neighborhoods and the transit corridor.
The land west of N. Las Vegas Boulevard has limited east-west connectivity, creating
barriers to the only potential pedestrian connection between nearby neighborhoods and
the MAX line. This results in extreme out of direction travel and significant added time
for potential transit users.
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 Narrow sidewalks and unprotected shelters: Metropolitan Area Express (MAX) and
fixed route bus shelters located on narrow sidewalks in close proximity to the street
created concerns for the safety of waiting riders. Concerns are substantiated by regular
reported incidents of vehicle collision with transit shelters.

Automobile Circulation
 Limited circulation: Automobile circulation within the study area is limited, with large
parcels, fences and gates prohibiting travel in some areas.

4.4. Infrastructure
The following summarizes issues related to the need for supportive infrastructure on the site
and the barriers to attaining that infrastructure.
 Water: The adequacy of existing capacity and structural integrity of current water utilities
and infrastructure will depend on specific uses proposed for the site.
 Sewer: Public sewer is available to serve most of the uses within the opportunity site. The
sewer system in this area may need upgrading at the time of redevelopment and based on
specific uses proposed for the site, especially if additional density is considered.
 Power: Older power distribution relies on overhead lines and newer facilities are
underground, per the City’s requirements. Existing transmission lines exist along Carey
Avenue and along Civic Center Drive/Constitution Way. Overhead power lines and
utility poles detract from the desired pedestrian-oriented uses envisioned for the study
area by creating physical obstructions and an overall impact on the desired design
aesthetic.

4.5. Property Ownership
Property ownership in the study area is fairly mixed and includes many private and public
property owners. Within the opportunity site, the City of North Las Vegas Redevelopment
Agency owns nearly all properties to the east of Fifth Street. Properties to the west of Fifth
Street are held primarily by family trusts and limited liability companies (notably, Max Gordon
and XRAM LLC, Desert Sky Investments, and the Kleweno Family Trust), and the City of Las
Vegas Redevelopment Agency.
A brief summary of major landowners within and adjacent to the study area follows.
Public agency owners in the study area include:
 City of North Las Vegas;
 City of North Las Vegas Redevelopment Agency;
 Southern Nevada Regional Housing Authority;
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 Housing Authority of the City of North Las Vegas;
 Nevada Power; and
 US Postal Service.

Private landowners in the study area include:
 Various trusts and limited liability companies (LLCs) (northwest corner);
 Various gaming interests such as Bermuda Sands, Sparta Gaming, Jerry’s Nugget and
Silver Nugget;
 Sonia Orellana and Samuel Alfaro Martinez (south/southeast);
 Ralph’s Grocery (northeast corner);
 BJ’s Las Vegas;
 Salvation Army (west boundary);
 Lake Mead Hospital;
 Pair-a-Dice Mobile Home Park; and
 Rebel Oil Company and Redmen Petroleum Corporation (adjacent properties in southeast
quadrant).

A variety of interests own the properties immediately adjacent to the study area, including
many LLCs and holding companies, public agencies and others. These investment, holding and
real estate companies are based primarily in California, Wyoming, Houston, Honolulu and Las
Vegas. Public agency owners include the City of North Las Vegas and the School Board of
Trustees (adjacent southeast corner). Zoning of adjacent parcels includes Low and Medium
Density Residential, Public-Semi Public, Commercial/Retail and Office, and parcels most
frequently fall within the Redevelopment Area category. Publicly owned right-of-way
(Interstate 15) runs adjacent to the entire western study area boundary.
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5. Implications for Redevelopment
The following summarizes potential barriers to future development of the opportunity site and
the larger study area.
 Revitalization potential: Other potential development sites are closer to the core of
Downtown and enjoy better connectivity. Development of the opportunity site may not
be an ideal starting point for Downtown revitalization.
 Housing supply: Neighborhood areas within the Downtown should be diverse and
include higher-density mixed-use development to increase the supply and range of
options for housing in the area.
 Flexible development standards: Existing development regulations are generous and
offer flexibility for future growth potential, including the Downtown Core Subdistrict and
Planned Unit Development zoning.
 Supportive guidelines: Design and development guidelines encourage development that
is consistent and compatible with the desired transit oriented development and
considerate of adjacent residential uses.
 Transportation access: The site is convenient and accessible to existing transportation
corridors, including the I-15 freeway, Las Vegas Boulevard, North Fifth Street and Lake
Mead Boulevard.
 Transit improvements: There are recent improvements to local transit infrastructure
resulting from the transformation of North Fifth Street to a high capacity transit corridor.
 Public transit access: There is existing bus rapid transit along Lake Mead Boulevard,
North Fifth Street and North Las Vegas Boulevard and good transit connections to
employment and the Downtown Transit Center.
 Public ownership: The City Redevelopment Agency owns several parcels of land with
development potential within the Downtown core of the Downtown Redevelopment
Area.
 Infill potential: There are opportunities for infill development in and near the
opportunity site.
 Pedestrian activity potential: There is potential for a high level of pedestrian activity in
the area from the proximity of residential neighborhood areas to the north and south.
 Surrounding development: Development in the surrounding area is occurring but it is
not necessarily transit-supportive. Much of the surrounding zoning is general
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commercial, general industrial or county zoning which could allow for a range of uses
that may not support the envisioned future of Downtown.

 Lack of identity and sense of place: Vacant lots, large surface parking areas and
separation of uses prevent a common identity or sense of unity to strengthen the
development potential of the opportunity site.
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 Market Analysis.
 Planning Analysis.
 Transportation Memo(s)
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Southern Nevada Strong
Downtown North Las Vegas
Implementation Strategies Report
Appendix B: North Las Vegas Business
Outreach Memo

NORTH LAS VEGAS BUSINESS OUTREACH
To gather ideas for the needs of the North Las Vegas business community, 15 businesses along the Las
Vegas Boulevard‐Lake Mead‐Civic Center triangle were interviewed. These interviews were conducted
through informal conversations with business owners and managers, who spoke candidly about their
visions for the area and for their businesses.
BUSINESS PROFILES: Family‐owned by Hispanics, catering to Hispanic families.
Attached you will find the list of businesses interviewed, along with contact information for each of
them. The businesses range from restaurants to health shops to flower shops to shoe repair shops.
They have existed in downtown North Las Vegas anywhere from 8 months (La Patrona) to 10 years
(Bellen’s Salon). Almost all were owned or operated by families, most with fewer than 10 employees.
The businesses nearly unanimously expressed that they chose this area to have access to the growing
Hispanic population that has enveloped North Las Vegas. Those located on Las Vegas Boulevard (LVB)
noted that they had wanted to be on a major street and after all, what street in Southern Nevada is
better known than LVB? The businesses predominantly cater to local Hispanic families, and reach them
through word‐of‐mouth referrals and a few paid advertisements. Only four businesses say they see
traffic from nearby states, mostly California, Arizona and Utah.
THE AREA’S IDENTITY: North Las Vegas is seen as poor, unsafe and ugly.
North Las Vegas, including its downtown, is viewed by Nevadans as a Hispanic area. All of the
businesses interviewed said they selected their location precisely because North Las Vegas has become
a hub for the Hispanic/Mexican‐American community. The owner of 3A’s Auto Body Parts said he felt
comfortable in an area full of Hispanic businesses, a theme that was repeated by other business
owners who wanted to reach a chiefly Hispanic clientele base. Nevada Flower’s owner said she had
even scouted the area prior to purchasing her store and decided this is where she could reach the most
Hispanic customers.
Yet all the business owners or managers, when asked about the area’s identity, also mentioned one or
more of the following words in connection with the City’s reputation: ugly, poor, insecure, crime‐
ridden, dangerous, low‐income.
“The area is forgotten,” the owner of Nevada Flowers said. The manager for a tortas shop referred to
the area as “the hood,” while the manager of the Aztec Mini Mart labeled it “ghetto.” Business owners
and managers link this bad reputation to the area’s underperforming economic development. The
sense that downtown North Las Vegas is seen as dirty, unsafe and neglected reoccurred in each
interview.
But that doesn’t mean that business owners or managers don’t hope to see a turnaround. In fact,
several of them said they would like to see downtown North Las Vegas maintain its Hispanic identity
while becoming similar to Summerlin, Henderson or Centennial, other family‐oriented suburban areas
in Southern Nevada known for their safety, stability and sophistication. Two business owners said they
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would like to see downtown North Las Vegas emulate downtown Las Vegas in its renovation and
rejuvenation. Another business owner went as far as to say he would like the area to become “like the
Strip, but for Hispanics.” (Ironically, this business owner also bemoaned that the state had “bet
everything on casinos” while forgetting North Las Vegas.) Each echoed the idea that with some
reconstruction and redevelopment, downtown North Las Vegas could transform itself into a cleaner,
more respectable neighborhood. It’s important to note that despite the many criticisms each business
owner or manager levied at the area, not a single one said they would consider moving his or her shop
to a different location.
PROBLEMS: Crime and homelessness hurt business growth.
Business owners and managers overwhelmingly decried the number of homeless people found on their
streets. Business owners and managers say panhandlers and even the mere sight of homeless people
on the sidewalk drove customers away or prevented them from getting out of their cars. The homeless,
they said, have nowhere to go – when police come, they just shoo them down the street, and they
return to their old spots hours later.
For the businesses located by the liquor store (Nevada Flowers, La Patrona Restaurant, AB Virtual
Studios) and those next to the Aztec Mini Mart (Bellen Salon), the presence of people, mostly adult
males, drinking alcohol outside these establishments also poses a real problem. Owners and managers
felt that this drinking, coupled with the homelessness, added to the City’s poor reputation and didn’t
entice customers, especially families, to visit the area.
Another main problem identified by business owners is crime or the perception of crime. The owner of
the Naturales health shop said she had been robbed at gunpoint multiple times. Cameras had recorded
the robberies and police had investigated the crimes, but no arrests had ever been made. The owner of
Reyna’s Beauty Salon said she had heard of such stories and although it had never happened to her,
she felt scared. The owner of the AB Virtual Studios said the same thing: “I’ve never experienced crime
personally, but people think it happens, and that’s enough to keep customers away. It doesn’t help
that the police department is not perceived as attentive or even responsive to these crimes. Customers
think the area is crime‐ridden, and stay away.”
Other problems inhibiting growth and development included: graffiti, high unemployment, slowed
economic activity and lack of foot traffic. Many managers and owners said that while they believe the
recession is ending, their businesses have yet to fully recover.
WHAT DOES THE AREA WANT? Parks. Rec Centers. Family Attractions. A Sense of Community.
Business owners spoke at length about what changes they wanted to see to the built environment
around them. They favor family‐oriented and kid‐friendly recreation. All businesses mentioned wanting
to see more parks nearby. Most wanted sports fields, gyms, pools and recreational centers as well; one
business owner said his restaurant would be willing even to sponsor teams if parks were built. In
describing the types of parks they wanted, business owners often mentioned Craig Ranch Regional
Park, a new community space deeper in North Las Vegas that offers expansive playgrounds, sports
fields and grass lawns.
They also wanted greater variety in restaurants, at least one entertainment theater and additional
shopping malls – basically, more commercial plazas. Nearly half of the businesses also said they wanted
2

the City to specifically bring some sort of attraction – whether a water park, outdoor mall or theme
park – that would draw Nevadans from all over the region.
They mentioned, as examples, the water parks recently opened in Southern Highlands and Henderson
that have lured thousands of families to those areas. One mentioned Town Square and Tivoli Village,
outdoor malls located in affluent neighborhoods and featuring various dining, retail and entertainment
options. The owner of Nevada Flowers asked, “Why can’t the city give money not just to casinos, but to
attractions for kids? Like Disneyland and Sea World.” Four business owners pinpointed that they
wanted a way to attract families with children, as these were the most likely spenders to become new
clients.
Business owners and managers also recalled that the Broadacres Swap Meet had once presented such
an attraction, luring Hispanic and even non‐Hispanic families from throughout the valley to North Las
Vegas. But many owners and managers recounted that the swap meet had become a hotspot for
drinkers and revelers, inviting the wrong kinds of crowds and deterring families from visiting.
What became clear in the interviews was that these business owners are not just asking for more
recreational opportunities, but for centers that will help the area build a badly‐needed sense of
community. As the manager of the Aztec Mini Mart said, “A good community park like Craig Ranch –
that’s all I want. Well, a good store, good people, good community. I’m a neighborhood store.
Community is everything.”
Lastly, two business owners also said they would like to cultural festivals that celebrate their site’s rich
Hispanic culture.
WHAT DOES THE AREA NEED? Solutions to crime, homelessness and dilapidation.
Security and cleanliness are top concerns for downtown North Las Vegas’s business owners and
managers want the City of North Las Vegas to address. As detailed above, the homeless population
draws attention to the City’s economic woes. Business owners want homeless shelters, jobs training
and police patrolling to keep the homelessness problem at bay. They also want the police to protect
them from robberies and prosecute crime, so visitors begin to feel like the area is safe and welcoming.
Of the 15 businesses we spoke to, nearly every single one say the area needs to be remodeled –
cleaned of trash, graffiti and other unseemly features and given a fresh coat of paint. Dilapidated
buildings should be torn down, plants and greenery should be added, streets repaired and swept, and
storefronts updated, they said. With these upgrades, business owners and managers believe
customers will visit more often and drive up traffic to an area that often seems to lack sustained
commercial activity.
Owners also suggested that the City could help them by offering English classes to advance their skills
and grow their businesses. The owner of Bellen’s Salon said she had worked for decades in Nevada but
still didn’t feel comfortable with her English fluency, which kept her from applying for further licenses
to open additional stores in North Las Vegas.
Others want the City to help pay for costly advertisements that will help expand their reach. Even
simple things like marquees outside strip malls, they said, could help – but they’re too expensive or
3

landlords don’t want to provide them. Because most of the businesses rely on word‐of‐mouth to
promote their services, they’re limited in the audiences that they reach. Only a few said they had paid
for radio, TV or print ads, but all interviewed said they expected to get their business through referrals.
That only keeps them at a survival rate, not a thriving one, they pointed out. If the City wants to see
these businesses grow, then helping them clean up the area and promote the commercial plazas within
would go a long way to developing downtown.
TRANSPORTATION: Repair the roads. Improve public transit.
As soon as the topic of transportation was raised, nearly every business owner or manager brought up
one thing: fixing the streets. More than half of the businesses mentioned repaving the roads; half also
mentioned widening sidewalks and adding crosswalks. Businesses on the Las Vegas Boulevard corridor
especially noted the high incidence of jaywalking and car accidents, mainly because the distance
between crosswalks is too great and pedestrians prefer to risk a jaunt across the road rather than walk
to the nearest crosswalk.
Other dominant concerns they want the City to address include poor lighting, distracted driving,
infrequent bus stops and slow bus routes. Because many lower‐income Hispanics take the bus,
including a couple of the business owners and managers themselves, they asked for expanded bus
routes and additional shelters.
Businesses also asked for better transit options for their customers. Few brought up the idea of light
rail themselves, but when asked if they would like to see such a system in place, all of them
overwhelmingly supported the idea. Anything to connect the North Las Vegas community to the wider
Southern Nevada region was applauded. Only two businesses recommended adding bike lanes.
One business, the Las Islitas restaurant, made a unique request: a taxi zone, so that customers could
drink safely. However, many of the other businesses said they wanted to eliminate the pervasive
drinking culture around the area and transform downtown North Las Vegas into a more family‐friendly
district, so such a proposal most likely would not enjoy wide appeal.
HOUSING: Build single‐family homes, but first focus on developing existing infrastructure.
Housing did not seem to be a major concern for downtown North Las Vegas business owners. Few
business asked for new housing to be built, though those that did – the Naturales health shop and La
Patrona restaurant – would like to see more family homes. Yet more than half of business owners
interviewed preferred to see existing infrastructure improved, rather than new buildings erected. Each
of those business owners mentioned the many vacant or abandoned lots that dot the nearby
landscape and attract the homeless. One business manager, for Ram’s Shoe Repair, also wants the City
to enforce maintenance codes for homes, to ensure they’re kept nice and clean.
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SUBJECT: HISPANIC/LATINO DISTRICT CASE STUDIES

SW 29th St in Oklahoma City, OK
SW29th is a project of the City of Oklahoma City and the Greater Oklahoma City Hispanic
Chamber of Commerce. The 6-mile commercial corridor is part of the City’s commercial district
revitalization program. OKC also benefits from a Latino Community Development Agency and
one person involved in the project has experience with the Main Street Program. SW 29th St is
trying to get a business improvement district. Nearby Calle dos Cinco already has one (the
Capitol Hill BID), which is marketing itself as a Hispanic/Latino corridor and Plaza Mayor is
also competing for the Hispanic/Latino market. The district struggles with long-term neglect by
the City (despite recent partnership) and the misperception that the street is unsafe. The
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce has created a business association for the district, but is still
overseeing the process. The SW 29th St BID has not yet been approved, but still has momentum.
Contact: Guillermo Gallegos – 405.616.5031 or Emma Kratochwill – 405.595.2334

Photo: SW 29th Street (Oklahoma City, OK)
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Park Street in Hartford, CT
Park Street is a 2-mile retail corridor that has a merchants association: the Spanish American
Merchants Association. Benefitting from a large Hispanic/Latino community and a
Hispanic/Latino presence in local politics, Hartford has invested $7M in improvements such as
new street lighting and benches. The street originally suffered from very real violence and gang
activity, but today, it boasts vacancy rates in the single digits. Part of its success is its mixed-use
design, which keeps people in the area 24/7 and supplies shoppers, and another part is its
regional draw.
Contact: www.samact.org (not a valid URL at time of research) 860.278.5825

Photo: Park Street (Hartford, CT)

Grand Avenue Special Services District in New Haven, CT
Grand Avenue benefits from a variety of organizations supporting its growth. It was designated
a special services district in 2009, which has lent a certain amount of authority to its ability to
recruit appropriate businesses (a corner pharmacy was an important addition) and raise money.
Like Park Street, it is supported by the Spanish American Merchants Association as well as the
Grand Avenue Village Association (founded in 1999 and dissolved in 2009 with the SSD became
official), and the Economic Development Corporation of New Haven (a private non-profit). The
street is mixed-use, with apartments above retail. The GASSD engages in activities such as
marketing, business recruiting, beautification, and safety.
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Contact: info@grandavenussd.org - 203.865.0522

Photo: Grand Avenue (New Haven, CT)

South 12th Avenue in Tucson, AZ
The South 12th Avenue district is overseen by the South Side Business Coalition (founded 2012).
The Coalition’s goal is to turn the street into a destination like Olvera Street in Los Angeles. The
district is 2.4 miles long and has suffered from neglect, crime, litter, and broken infrastructure,
yet it continues to attract Hispanic/Latino business owners and patrons. Like most
Hispanic/Latino corridors, the Hispanic/Latino community is strong, but not politically active.
This is common because immigrant status, community self-sufficiency, and poor English
language skills tend to insulate Hispanic/Latino communities. South 12th Avenue has the
mayor’s support, but has been unable to get enough votes to pass an improvement bond and
failed to secure a vital grant.
Contact: www.tucsonssbc.org
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Photo: South 12th Avenue (Tucson, AZ)

Cherokee Street in St. Louis, MO
Cherokee Street spans 4 neighborhoods and 2 aldermen and has, therefore, been a more
spontaneous revitalization, not overseen by any city initiative and lacking a master plan or
vision. The district has a very old history as an entertainment district for the city and in 2000, it
was a very dangerous place and very run down. One particular developer who owned enough
land to make a difference had his own vision for the district and as he made improvements,
others were rejuvenated. Cherokee Street is supported by a variety of organizations: the
Cherokee Street Business Association representing the Cherokee Station Shopping District
(CherokeeStation.com), CherokeeAntiqueRow.com representing the Cherokee Lemp Historic
District, and CherokeeStreetNews.org, which seems to be an independent source of news for
the district.

Photo: Cherokee Street (St. Louis, MO)
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New Alisal Business District in Salinas, CA
The Salinas United Business Association was created in order to manage the growth of the
Alisal District. The SUBA business improvement district is the primary tool for SUBA to effect
change and raise money. This BID is supported by the City of Salinas Economic Development
Department and is located in the Salinas Valley Enterprise Zone. SUBA provides beautification
and marketing, street clean up, and business training for members.
Contact: www.subasalinas.com

Photo: New Alisal Business District (Salinas, CA)

Olvera Street in Los Angeles, CA
The market plaza at Olvera Street dates back to the founding of Los Angeles by Spanish settlers
in the late 1700s. It is very authentic and home to businesses, restaurants, and important
religious observations for the community. Uniquely, Olvera is a named alley, but businesses
have since turned their faces to the alley instead of their original streets. It is a pedestrian
environment, closed off to vehicle traffic. Olvera has become a major tourist destination.
Contact: www.olverastreet.com - www.calleolvera.com
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Photo: Olvera Street (Los Angeles, CA)

Calle 24 in San Francisco, CA
Calle 24 is located in San Francisco’s Mission District. It comprises 14 blocks and more than 200
community businesses and services. In the 1960s and ‘70s it was managed by the Mission
Coalition Organization, which was responding to large-scale development. The Coalition then
became the Lower 24th Street Merchants and Neighbors Association (1999). Calle 24 is an effort
to create a Hispanic/Latino Cultural Corridor District, not only a commercial street. It is a
response to increasing housing pressures, growing gentrification, and long-term political
neglect. It was officially designate in May 2014 and will be run by a Council that will manage
funds from the Mayor’s Office of Economic and Workforce Development. Other partners
include the San Francisco Latino Historical Society, San Francisco Heritage, and the Historic
Preservation Fund.
Contact: www.calle24sf.org
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Photo: Calle 24 (San Francisco, CA)

The Byzantine-Latino Quarter in Los Angeles, CA
The Byzantine-Latino Quarter is a 243 parcel of Los Angeles that is historically home to Greek
and Hispanic/Latino communities. A business improvement district was created in 2003
(expired in 2013) by the Los Angeles City Council and with community support. Today, it is
managed by the Los Angeles Neighborhood Initiative (LANI) via a contract with the City. LANI
provides street maintenance, community banners, holiday decorations, and newsletters for the
district. LANI is an independent non-profit founded by the Mayor in 1994.
Contact: Monica Carlos – 213.627.1822 xt 15 – monica@lani.org
The LA BID Consortium – www.labidconsortium.org
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Photo: Byzantine-Latino Quarter (Los Angeles, CA)
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June 2014

Southern Nevada Regional Planning Coalition
City of Henderson Department of Community Development
240 Water Street, MSC 115
P.O. Box 95050
Henderson, NV 89009-5050
www.southernnevadastrong.org

Southern Nevada Strong
Opportunity Site Workshop
Downtown North Las Vegas—May 21, 2014
Executive Summary
On May 21, 2014, Southern Nevada Strong and the City of North Las Vegas hosted a workshop
to seek public input on the site possibilities for the opportunity site located in Downtown North
Las Vegas. The workshop was held at North Las Vegas City Hall in an open house format that
allowed participants to move at their own pace through six stations while providing feedback
and engaging in conversation with members of the project team. About 21 people attended the
workshop and provided input. Only about a third of those participating in the activity lived near
the site, but over two-thirds of the respondents worked nearby.

Key Findings
Transportation, Access and Public Transit Improvements
Participants made a number of suggestions to improve safety and comfort in getting around
downtown including: making it easier to cross major multi-lane thoroughfares that create a
dividing line; repairing existing sidewalks and building new ones; providing more bike lanes and
getting bikes off sidewalks where they conflict with pedestrian; street lights; removing
obstructions to traffic visibility; and finding solutions to make roads safer and suitable for local as
well as commuting traffic. Other suggestions for transportation improvements from participants
included better road maintenance and finishing upgrades to roads and traffic features such as
Highway 215 and the traffic island. Participants would also like to see improved public transit
options and connectivity, including rapid bus service and/or light rail; more service to
underserved destinations such as Cheyenne High School; and more bus shelters.
When it comes to getting from and to North Las Vegas, attendees who responded to the
questions about streets used take Carey Avenue, Lake Mead Boulevard and Las Vegas
Boulevard to about the same extent; North Fifth Street is a little less used, as are other routes
such as I-15 and Civic Center Drive. Of those who responded to the question of what
transportation modes they use, more than twice as many drive alone as carpool, walk/bike or
take the bus.
Of the designs for streetscapes shown, McDaniel Street and Las Vegas Boulevard South were
the most popular; about half as many participants supported each of the other three design
options.

Development and Retail
Participants’ comments showed strong support for various kinds of development and mixed use
(such as high-rises with retail and condos), and specified areas where they’d like to see it take
place, including Civic Center Plaza, Broadacre, and the Las Flores site, although concern was
raised with the impact of mixed use on residences. Several participants expressed concern as
to whether development will happen and when, again citing Los Flores.
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Participants addressed the issue of creating a gateway to North Las Vegas, nothing that there
are multiple entrances to the city. They expressed that the area is not there yet and that people
need more reason to cross over from the west side of I-15. Participants also identified various
locations as the heart of the city, including: City Hall, North Vista, area schools, casinos, El
Super, area parks, Food 4 Less and Starbuck’s.
Among the retail options that participants would like to see are: more dining options, particularly
convenience/fast food and outdoor dining; grocery stores with healthy food; large chain stores
or local retail (both had their supporters); international shopping; retail services such as Fed Ex;
and the extension of existing markets such as the Broadacre swap meet. In terms of visual
preference options, there was more support for outdoor market space than for indoor markets,
and for single-tenant retail over small-scale multi-tenant retail. The need to for the City to
support local businesses and encourage residents to shop local was noted. Participants also
raised aesthetic concerns such as the need for street landscaping, parking on lawns, and a
possible need to find funding for cosmetic improvements.

Housing
Participants noted that support for landlords, with measures such as a City liaison for landlords,
monthly meetings, and City recognition, funding, and approval support is important since rentals
comprise 70% of housing in the area. Participants expressed the need for more available
housing, particularly affordable housing. They specified sites for housing expansion including
North Vista and affordable housing at Lake Mead and Fifth Street, and expressed support for
the Lake Mead Village concept.
In terms of visual preferences for housing, participants gave nearly equal support to single
family detached housing and two-story condominiums.

Community Services
Participants called for improvements to community services including: more schools to relieve
overcrowded classes, possibly built on currently empty lots; job creation measures such as job
training centers/vocational schools and childcare; food pantries; homeless shelters; a
community center; and friendlier service providers (e.g., fire departments).

Parks, Open Space and Recreation
Participants expressed support for parks (e.g. skate or water parks) and/or central plazas,
including an event center with cultural and sports activities, and attractions such as movie
theaters. One noted that possibly existing parks could be fixed up rather than creating new
ones. Participants would also like to see more attractions paying tribute to the area’s Latin
heritage, such as a Latin Heritage Museum, a Latin Corridor emphasizing the culture, or large
festivals such as Fiesta Gastronamica and the Mexican Rodeo.
Both visual preference options for plazas were supported by participants, with a plaza with
spray ground coming out slightly ahead of the plaza with landscaping.
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Southern Nevada Strong
Summary of Opportunity Site Workshop
Downtown North Las Vegas—May 21, 2014
I.

Introduction

On May 21, 2014, Southern Nevada Strong and the City of Las Vegas hosted a workshop to
seek public input on the site possibilities for the opportunity site located in Downtown North Las
Vegas. The workshop was held from 4:30-6:00 pm at North Las Vegas City Hall.
The workshop was publicized using a variety of methods including: postings on the Southern
Nevada Strong and City of Henderson websites and social media including Facebook and
Twitter; local media in both English and Spanish including radio advertisements, local
newspaper listings, and an AM news radio interview; e-blasts to more than 2,500 Southern
Nevada Strong followers; and postcards mailed to 4,000 nearby households.
About 21 people attended the workshop and provided input. There was active discussion, and
several participants expressed appreciation for the opportunity to learn about the project and
share their opinions.

II.

Meeting Format

The workshop was held in an open house format that allowed participants to move at their own
pace through six stations while providing feedback and engaging in conversation with members
of the project team. Bi-lingual staff was available to provide translation assistance for those who
spoke Spanish. Refreshments were provided, and a supervised Kids’ Station provided an
opportunity for children to color or read while their parents visited the stations.
At each station, they were provided information about the project and asked to provide specific
input. The following briefly describes the activity at the station and summarizes the input
received. A complete transcription of the comments received, as well as the imagery and
concept drawings provided at Station 4, is provided at the end of the summary.

A.

Station 1: Welcome and Sign-In

At the first station, participants were asked to sign in and provide general contact information.
They also received a fact sheet about the opportunity site.

B.

Station 2: Site Orientation

Participants were provided an opportunity to get oriented to the site and learn about the
proposed goals for the project. Participants were asked to identify on a map where they lived
and worked in relation to the opportunity site. They were also asked to comment on the goals.

C.

Station 3: What We Have Heard So Far

At this station, participants were presented with four (4) general statements that reflected the
main themes of the outreach conducted to date. The statements were developed based on a
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review of the on-line survey data, and feedback received from small group discussions
conducted at the February 26 Sothern Nevada Strong Summit and other meetings with staff and
area stakeholders. Participants were asked to indicate whether they agreed, disagreed or were
neutral on the statements. They could also provide additional comments to explain their
responses.

D.

Station 4: Site Possibilities

This station included scenarios of what could be possible at the site. It included imagery and
concept drawings that showed what the preliminary analysis indicated could likely succeed at
the site. It also included maps addressing assets, issues and opportunities and detailing ways to
get around the area.

E.

Station 5: Social Media Station

Participants were encouraged to write a response to the following statement: “Downtown North
Las Vegas will be great when…” and then post a photo of themselves and their comment on the
SNS Facebook page. They were also given the option of just having their comment posted as
part of a collage of comments provided by the participants.

F.

Station 6: Southern Nevada Strong

At the final station, participants were provided information about the Southern Nevada Strong
regional planning process and given an opportunity to complete the on-line survey. The station
included informational materials and numerous iPads for participants to use. SNS staff was
available to provide assistance with the survey. Participants were also reminded of the
opportunity to provide feedback on the overall SNS draft regional plan.

III.

Workshop Results

Workshop participants provided the following feedback at this workshop.

A.

Station 1: Welcome and Sign-in—Results

About a third of those participating in the activity lived near the site. Of the remainder, around
forty percent were scattered to the north of the area, with remainder scattered to the south into
Henderson. Over two-thirds of the respondents worked around Downtown North Las Vegas,
with the remainder almost evenly divided between work locations to the northwest of the site
and south into Henderson.

B.

Station 2: Site Orientation—Results

The goals for the Downtown North Las Vegas opportunity site were listed as follows:





Create a vibrant, attractive business district that serves residents, employees and visitors.
Establish a more consistent and recognizable identity for the Downtown area.
Diversify the mix of businesses, housing options and amenities in and near Downtown.
Provide support for existing businesses, residents and other uses.
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Improve safety and comfort getting to and around Downtown for pedestrians, bicyclists,
motorists and transit users.

Participants expressed various opinions about development in the area. These included
suggesting that development be focused around Civic Center Plaza, voting against mixed use
as it infringes on residences, and expressing concern about whether and, if so, when building
would take place on the Las Flores site. Participants also commented on aesthetic concerns:
suggesting street landscaping, noting a potential need for funding for cosmetic improvements (in
addition to existing grants for energy efficiency), and requesting that lawns not be used for
parking.
One participant noted that with rentals comprising 70% of housing in the area, landlords are an
important part of the business community, and suggested a liaison for landlords and monthly
meetings. Participants expressed the need for more available housing as the inventory of
vacant homes is shrinking. They also called for improvements in community services including:
more schools to relieve overcrowded classes, possibly built on currently empty lots; job training
centers; food pantries; and homeless shelters. One complained that the fire departments are
sometimes unfriendly.
Participants made a number of suggestions to improve safety and comfort in getting around
downtown including: making it easier to cross major multi-lane thoroughfares, such as Las
Vegas and Lake Mead Boulevards, that create a dividing line; providing more sidewalks—
especially in residential areas—bike lanes, and street lights; better road maintenance; rapid bus
service; and removing landscaping or architectural elements such as gates along properties that
obstruct traffic visibility.

C.

Station 3: What We Have Heard So Far—Results

Participants were largely in agreement with the outreach statements heard to date. The
following reports the results of the dot voting at Station #3. (Note: green dots indicate that
respondents agree with the statement; yellow dots indicate neutrality; red dots indicate that
respondents disagree with the statement.)
1. Downtown North Las Vegas is the gateway to our City—it needs to serve as a true
destination and be something we are proud of. (14 green dots, 4 yellow dots, 0 red dots)
2. Safety improvements are critical. More lighting, better transit shelters and more security are
some of the ways we can achieve this. (14 green dots, 1 yellow dots, 0 red dots)
3. A community plaza and local parks are important amenities that can help improve the area.
(13 green dots, 4 yellow dots, 0 red dots)
4. We need to encourage local businesses and grow services that meet the needs of people
who already live here. As the downtown becomes more vibrant, we will be able to attract
businesses and visitors from outside the city. (16 green dots, 2 yellow dots, 0 red dots)
Participants addressed the issue of creating a gateway to North Las Vegas. One participant
noted that Downtown North Las Vegas is only the southern gateway to the city—there are
multiple entrances, with each giving a different impression. Others expressed that it’s not there
yet; people need more reason to cross over from the west side of I-15.
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Addressing the need for amenities to improve the area, participants suggested that a downtown
park, plaza and/or events center with activities such as plays, movies, art, and a roller rink can
serve youth and families and also attract people from outside the city. One participant
suggested fixing existing parks rather than adding new ones. Participants also urged that
attractions emphasize the area’s Latin character by creating a Latin Heritage Museum and/or a
unique Latin corridor featuring restaurants, dance, music, culture and film festivals.
Participants again stressed the importance of landlords to the area. They suggested that the city
recognize those who maintain their properties well, and develop programs to make it easier to
improve properties, e.g., permits for landscape improvements. They noted that with so many old
properties, revitalization is a challenge. Participant supported helping local businesses grow and
encouraging residents to shop local. They noted that rooftops are needed to support local
business, and suggested building mixed-use high-rises. They wanted to see more dining
options, suggesting that restaurants be allowed to sell food outdoors, and specifically supporting
the addition of an In & Out Burger location.
Participants also expressed the need for assistance for low-income residents, including more
affordable housing, more job training and community education centers.

D.

Station 4: Site Possibilities—Results

Features of Area
Participants were asked to review the area map and identify what they considered to be the
heart of the area. Locations identified included City Hall, North Vista, area schools, casinos, El
Super, area parks, Food 4 Less and Starbuck’s. Participants were also asked to express what
they would like to see in the area. They identified places to shop, including grocery stores;
convenient/fast places to eat such as Panera Bread, Einsteins, Sweet Tomatoes, and In & Out
Burger; large stores like Walmart and Home Depot; and a Fed Ex office. Places to relax and
play suggested by participants included: alternatives to strip clubs such as lounges and hotels;
movie theaters; parks such as a skate park or water park; and central plazas (La Plaza at
Olvera Street in Los Angeles was named as an example).

Assets, Issues and Opportunities
Participants were asked to make comments on a map identifying assets, issues and
opportunities in the area. They urged that development be prioritized and include features such
as a central plaza, small manufacturing and retail. Several participants specified locations for
expansion including Broadacre and Las Flores Shopping Center (i.e., mixed use high-rises with
offices and condos).
Participants again noted the necessity of giving people a reason to cross I-15, suggesting the
promotion of large community events such as Fiesta Gastronamica and the Mexican Rodeo.
They pointed out traffic and transportation hazards, including a dangerous curve and need for
better roads in the northeast corner of the map, and the fact that I-15 and 5th only work well for
commuters, not local traffic. They also expressed the need for community services, particularly
to support job creation: job training, vocational schools and community education centers;
childcare; and homeless shelters.
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Getting Around North Las Vegas
Participants viewed a map listing options for ways to get around and were asked to identify
which they used by placing dots under those options. First, they were asked to identify the
streets that they typically use to get to and from North Las Vegas, and responded as follows:






Carey Ave.—6
North Fifth Street—3
Lake Mead Blvd.—6
Las Vegas Blvd.—6
Other Street—5 (I-15, Civic Center)

Next, participants were asked to place a dot under the modes of transportation they typically
rely on to get to and from North Las Vegas, and identified the following:





Drive Alone—12
Carpool—3
Walk or Bike—5
Take the Bus—3

Participants made comments on transportation options needed, including: more sidewalks
(specifying Carey Avenue); repairs to existing sidewalks (indicating the Northwest corner of the
map); bike lanes on Donna Street; rapid bus and/or light rail to connect hubs; more buses
serving Cheyenne High School; and more bus stops. They noted dangers such as unsafe
crossings and bikes on the sidewalk conflicting with pedestrians. One requested more places to
hike.
Participants also made comments regarding housing, urging an expansion of North Vista and
more non-profit affordable housing at Lake Mead and 5th. They suggested a community center
and an extension of the Broadacre Swap Meet.

Dot Voting
Following are the results of the dot voting at Station 4, where participants were asked to place a
dot under the images in each category that they thought would be appropriate for the Downtown
North Las Vegas site.
Market Space:
 Outdoor market space—10
 Indoor market—6
One participant made a note regarding the Nevada cottage food law restricting food product
sales, possibly referring to the earlier comment made about restaurants being allowed to serve
food outside.
Mixed use:
 Retail and apartments/condos with outdoor seating—10
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Retail and offices—8

Retail:
 Single-tenant—7
 Small scale multi-tenant—3
Housing:
 Single family detached—8
 Two-story condominiums—7
Open Space:
 Plaza with spray ground—11
 Plaza with landscaping—8
A participant expressed the need for community space hosting activities such as boxing, soccer,
singing and cultural events.
Streetscape:
 North Fifth Street—5
 Las Vegas Boulevard (South)—9
 McDaniel Street—10
 Lake Mead Boulevard—5
 Gateway Signage—6
One participant noted that bricks alone aren’t sufficient to communicate to drivers that they must
slow down for approaching crossings; other features are needed to help make this obvious.

E.

Station 5: Social Media Station—Results

Participants in the social media activity at Station 5 expressed that Downtown North Las Vegas
would be great when there are more reasons to come to the area such as events, attractions,
retail including international shops and shopping centers/malls, movie theaters, a civic plaza,
restaurants and hotels. Participants also called for better transportation and transit connectivity
from the north to the south, including finishing upgrades to 215 and the traffic island, and
increased accessibility of affordable healthy food to improve residents’ quality of life. Several
participants expressed eagerness to see improvements to the area become a reality, and one
noted support for the Lake Mead Village concept.

F.

Station 6: Southern Nevada Strong—Results

It is estimated that at least half the workshop participants filled out the online survey at Station
6, which allowed them an opportunity to provide additional comments regarding the Downtown
North Las Vegas opportunity site.
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Summary of Opportunity Site Workshop
Downtown North Las Vegas—May 21, 2014
Transcription of Results
Station Comments
Station 1: Welcome and Sign-in
Comments



18 total home dots—6 centered around site, 4 scattered south of area into Henderson, 8
scattered north
16 total work dots—11 centered around site, 3 scattered to northwest of area, 2 scattered
south into Henderson

Station 2: Site Orientation
Comments


















Grants are available for energy efficiency but we may need money for cosmetic
improvements
Would like monthly meetings with landlords. Landlords are biggest industry: 70% renters.
Have a liaison for landlords
Fire departments not always friendly
LVB is a natural dividing line, needs to be changed to allow people to go back and forth
Lake Mead is also a dividing line; needs to be easier to get back and forth across
No mixed use; infringes on people’s houses
Safety—gates along properties obstruct visibility for safety when you are driving
Shouldn’t use lawns for parking lots
Landscaping obstructs visibility for traffic
Concern about future of Las Flores site and when if at all it will be built
Street landscaping—for aesthetic and safety issues
Sidewalks in the residential areas
Sidewalks and bike lanes, road maintenance, street lights
Schools—too many students for one class, build schools on empty lots
Focus development around Civic Center Plaza
Available housing—inventory of vacant homes shrinking
Job training centers, food pantries, homeless shelters rapid buses

Station 3: What We Have Heard So Far
Here is What We’ve Heard…
1. Downtown North Las Vegas is the gateway to our City—it needs to serve as a true
destination and be something we are proud of. (14 green dots, 4 yellow dots, 0 red dots)
2. Safety improvements are critical. More lighting, better transit shelters and more security are
some of the ways we can achieve this. (14 green dots, 1 yellow dots, 0 red dots)
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3. A community plaza and local parks are important amenities that can help improve the area.
(13 green dots, 4 yellow dots, 0 red dots)
4. We need to encourage local businesses and grow services that meet the needs of people
who already live here. As the downtown becomes more vibrant, we will be able to attract
businesses and visitors from outside the city. (16 green dots, 2 yellow dots, 0 red dots)

Comments




















DNLV—is old will be hard to revitalize something old
Recognize landlords who maintain their properties well
Have city develop programs that make it easier to improve their properties ie—permits for
landscape improvements
DNLV—should be a gateway—it’s not there yet
More reason to go from west side of I-15
Add an In&Out Burger (3 extra checks)
Allow restaurants to sell food outdoors—many customers like to eat outside
Latin Heritage Museum
Create a Latin corridor—restaurants, dance, music, culture, film festivals, - has to be unique
Downtown Park/Plaza events center—plays, movies, arts—that can attract people from out
of the City
Help local businesses grow
Encourage residents to shop local and not chain stores
Fix existing parks—don’t add new parks
Need rooftops to support local businesses
DNLV is the southern gateway. NLV has multiple entrances—each gives you a different
picture of the City
Need to build more housing that is affordable for low income residents
Want activities for youth and families—roller rink, movie theater
Build highrises with mixed use
More job training and community education centers

Station 4: Site Possibilities
1. What is the heart of this area?
 Red and green dots scattered throughout area:
 Red dots on City Hall, North Vista, area schools.
 Green dots on area casinos, El Super, area parks, Food 4 Less, Starbuck’s
2. What would you like in this area:
 Places to shop:
 Grocery
 Places to eat: Panera, Einsteins, more (additional check)
 Walmart, Home Depot
 In & Out Burger
 Gallery
 Sweet Tomatoes
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Walmart Super Center
Fed Ex Office



Places to relax:
 Alternatives to strip clubs (lounges, hotel, etc.)
 Movie Theater



Places to play:
 Movie Theater
 Skate park
 Water park
 Plaza Olvera LA CA
 Parks and plazas
 Deconstruct existing panels (unsure of handwritten words) to appeal to this.

Getting Around North Las Vegas
1. Place a dot under the street names below that you typically use to get to and from North Las
Vegas:
 Carey Ave.—6
 North Fifth Street—3
 Lake Mead Blvd.—6
 Las Vegas Blvd.—6
 Other Street—5 (I-15, Civic Center)
2. Place a dot under the mode of transportation you typically rely on to get to and from North
Las Vegas:
 Drive Alone—12
 Carpool—3
 Walk or Bike—5
 Take the Bus—3
Map Comments:
 Need sidewalk on Carey
 Places to hike
 Unsafe for crossings
 Bikes on sidewalks conflict with pedestrians
 Cheyenne needs more buses
 Fix sidewalks (pointing to northwest corner of map)
 Bike lanes added to Donna
 More bus stops from street
 Non-profit affordable housing (renter and annex) development at Lake Mead and Fifth
 Need rapid bus or light rail to connect hubs of town
 North Vista expansion x2
 Community center
 Extension of Broadacre Swap Meet
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Assets, Issues and Opportunities
Comments:
 Big events needed – Mexican Rodeo
 Broadacre – expansion
 Community events – Fiesta Gastronarnica
 Development priority
 Only for commuters (pointed at I-15 and 5th Street)
 Give people a reason to cross I-15
 Need Las Flores to happen
 Development with central plaza
 Childcare – create jobs
 Build mixed use highrises with offices and condos (on Las Flores site)
 Dangerous curve – better roads (Northeast corner)
 Job training centers, community education center, homeless shelter, and child care centers
 Vocational schools
 Small manufacturing and retail

Visual Preference Exercise


Market Space:
 Outdoor market space—10
 Indoor market—6



Mixed use:
 Retail and apartments/condos with outdoor seating—10
 Retail and offices—8



Retail:
 Single-tenant—7
 Small scale multi-tenant—3



Housing:
 Single family detached - 8
 Two-story condominiums– 7



Open Space:
 Plaza with spray ground—11
 Plaza with landscaping - 8



Streetscape:
 North Fifth Street—5
 Las Vegas Blvd. (South)—9
 McDaniel Street—10
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Lake Mead Blvd.—5
Gateway Signage—6

Overall Comments:
 Community space: boxing, soccer, singing, cultural events
 Food cottage bill
 On Streetscapes – Use brick pavers to slow traffic, bricks don’t communicate crossing

Station 5: Social Media
Comments












…We give people a reason to come to North Las Vegas! – events, attractions, malls, civic
plaza, restaurants, and hotels!
Cuando sea una realidad (when it becomes a reality)
The Lake Mead Village concept has taken root!
Residents have enough affordable or accessible healthy food to eat to live healthy, active
productive lives!
When it happens!
The island is fully developed and we have mass transit connectivity from the north to the
south.
Area redevelopes with new businesses and old buildings are removed
When we have more retail, especially more international
When the shopping center across the street from City Hall is complete!
We get a movie theater!!!
Finish the 215 to better connect the Northern Hemisphere - # SNVStrong
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Station 2 Board
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Station 3 Board
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Station 4 Images
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Vision and Concepts
1.0 VISION FOR DOWNTOWN NORTH LAS VEGAS
IN

T H I S

C H A P T E R

Vi s i o n f o r d o w n t o w n n o r t h l a s v e g a s
Community goals
Development concepts

THE

KEY STEP IN DEVELOPING THE MASTER PLAN AND INVESTMENT STRATEGY

involved the input of residents and stakeholders to reﬁne the goals and objectives they
have for the future of their community. The community vision is:
The Downtown is fully redeveloped into a community focal point with amenities and features
that promote its unique identity and aesthetically pleasing plazas, neighborhoods, commercial
areas, and municipal facilities. The entryways into the City along Las Vegas Boulevard and
Lake Mead Boulevard feature imaginative street patterns that immediately distinguish the City
as highly attractive and pedestrian-oriented, with an array of land and streetscapes, attractive
street furniture, banners, signage, decorative lighting that promotes walkability, reduced traﬃc
congestion, and direct access to businesses located along the street fronts. Light rail/transit
corridors, bicycle routes, and a trail and park system link commercial areas, neighborhoods,
and government buildings within Downtown.
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The transit way boulevard treatment along North Las Vegas
Boulevard that contains ﬁve rows of trees, delineated lanes, and
mixed-use development that embraces and frames the public
realm.

THE NORTH LAS VEGAS EXPERIENCE

When turning oﬀ the main arterials onto McDaniel

The North Las Vegas experience begins with the

Street, the experience becomes unique and refreshing for

realization of a refined and coordinated vision for the

the Las Vegas Valley. Here the pedestrian is the priority

Downtown. When entering Downtown North Las

instead of the automobile. Motor vehicle traﬃc still has

Vegas, visitors are greeted with entry monuments and

through access, but moves at a much slower speed, giving

a cohesive architectural character for the area. Active

pedestrians the freedom to cross safely and with ease. The

streetscapes offer vibrancy and a distinct brand for

feel of this experience is similar to a traditional main street

the Downtown and its districts. Strengthened with

and creates a pedestrian-scaled mixed use experience of

signage, wayfinding, landscaping, and new linkages,

residents, employees, and visitors.

Downtown reflects a vision that encompasses all
the efforts of community input and several ongoing
partnerships.

The new City Hall and civic green are the jewels of an expanded Civic Center Campus. Buildings and open space
include the City Hall, the civic green, Justice Center, library, and Police Command Center — as well as the po-

Moving north through the Downtown, attention
is drawn to special treatments at intersections and

tential for future cultural amenities, such as a community
arts and performance venue.

the transit way boulevard treatment along North
Las Vegas Boulevard that contains five rows of

Downtown contains single and multi-family housing

trees, delineated lanes, and mixed-use development

that is well maintained and full of diverse groups of resi-

that embraces and frames the public realm. People

dents. Newer mixed-use developments are integrated into

are walking, biking, and taking transit. Traffic is

the Downtown, providing housing choices that have not

moving smoothly, at a reasonable speed. Parking is

been historically available for residents living in or near

available and easy to get to, but does not dominate

the Downtown core.

the landscape. From the south—a roundabout, Jerry’s
Nugget, and regional mixed-use developments greet
visitors entering the City. People along Lake Mead
are welcomed by gateway office development, a new
transit station, and a regional transit corridor.
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In order to continue the momentum generated by
the staff, stakeholders, and community members,
the creation of a clear, long-term investment strategy
is essential. This strategy should be imaginative, yet
realistic to retain and attract businesses and revenues.
With an enhanced quality of life and connectivity
for Downtown residents and neighborhoods, the
North Las Vegas experience will not only benefit its
residents, but also potential employees, employers,
and visitors.
Strengthened with signage, wayﬁnding, landscaping, and new linkages, Downtown reﬂects a vision that encompasses all the eﬀorts
of community input and several ongoing partnerships.

2.0 COMMUNITY GOALS
To establish a measure for success—goals are
provided to give insightful direction for issues and

Goals for Downtown North Las Vegas include:

4. Make the Downtown safe and inviting for

1. Make Downtown North Las Vegas a local and

pedestrians and bicyclists;

regional destination with a unique identity;

5. Improve pedestrian, bicycle, and auto access into

2. Brand and market Downtown with a unique

the Downtown core from residential neighborhoods;

ACTION-ORIENTED GOALS

sense of place and distinct themes (i.e. naming streets

6. Celebrate the cultural past and present of the

Community goals provide a mechanism to evaluate

after local heroes, identifying sub-areas or districts,

area—incorporating music and art to reestablish a

alternatives and trade-offs. The following is a

creating signage and wayfinding, etc.);

cultural center;

list of ten action-oriented goals identified by the

3. Address traffic problems through a combination

7. Retain and support existing residents and local

community.

of demand management, access management, and

businesses;

opportunities faced by the community. Goals can help
a community by providing strategies and alternatives
that complement and support their vision.

circulation improvements;
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8. Improve Downtown’s economic vitality with

perspective similar to what it is now. Presently a state

1,465 feet with a crosswalk that is approximately 850

programs, incentives, and public-private partnerships

highway under the control of Nevada Department

feet north of Bruce Street.

to attract new business and investment;

of Transportation (NDOT), Las Vegas Boulevard’s

9. Create a family-friendly environment with

sidewalks are tight to the street with no planting or

Safer crossings can be created by shortening the

excellent schools, parks, and public open spaces; and

landscaped buffer. In each direction, two through

crossing distance. In general, the distance will be

10. Connect existing and new development through

lanes and a dedicated transit lane would be designed

the same. However, by creating additional medians,

coordination, design standards, and improvements to

wide enough to accommodate bikes. The creation

pedestrians will only have to cross 16 to 23 feet at a

the public realm.

of a center median, as well as medians between the

time versus a curb-to-curb measurement of 95 feet all

dedicated transit lanes and the through lanes, create

at once. By splitting up the crossing experience, the

three medians. Adding a landscaped buffer between

medians can serve as pedestrian islands where people

the medians with five rows of trees would make

can wait for traffic to pass before attempting to cross.

3.0 DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS
56

Development concepts are based on the community’s

traffic safer while accommodating a similar amount

vision and feedback from a variety of stakeholders

of traffic. Additional rights-of-way may be requested

Aesthetically, it is important to create an

meetings and interviews. The following concepts

from private property owners as redevelopment

environment that developers and businesses will

create a base that contributes to sense of place, safety,

occurs. In turn, this creates the opportunity for much

welcome and embrace. The manner in which private

connectivity, and economic vitality in and around the

wider sidewalks, landscaping, and outdoor seating.

properties interface with the streetscape is a key
factor when implementing a multi-lane boulevard.

Downtown.
The two major benefits of a multi-lane boulevard

Slower traffic, safer crossings, and more pedestrians

The components of the development concepts are as

are safety and aesthetic improvements. The safety of

encourage new developments to build closer to the

follows:

pedestrians from Bruce Street and Carey Avenue is

street. This allows for the possibility to activate the

a priority given the dangerous pedestrian crossing

streetscape with a variety of options such as street

experience that currently exists. Due to large block

cafes. With this treatment, people who are not

size and width of roads, pedestrians often choose to

familiar with this area will know they are in a place

cross mid-block outside of crosswalks. On North Las

that is special.

NORTH LAS VEGAS BOULEVARD — THE SIGNATURE
STREET
North Las Vegas Boulevard will be the signature
street of the Downtown and the City. This concept
keeps the function of the street from the motorist’s

Vegas Boulevard, between Bruce Street and Hamilton
Street there are limited opportunities for pedestrians
to cross. This section is roughly
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MCDANIEL STREET — PEDESTRIAN STREET
McDaniel Street is unique within Downtown because
of the abundance of redevelopment opportunities it
creates. Although development along the roadway is
sparse, it has a friendly pedestrian scale—void of a
major traffic carrying function, high traffic volumes
and fast speeds.
A street section of 60 to 65 feet wide is an asset on
which to capitalize, as it is pedestrian-friendly in
nature. This has the potential for the creation of a
smaller scale, walkable environment and a “main

57

street” that is not currently present in North Las
Vegas or common in the Las Vegas Valley in general.
As a collector street with slower traffic, smaller
buildings, and smaller footprints, McDaniel Street
will be a unique place in the region. Even though
this may evolve into a regional destination, this street

A street section of 60 to 65 feet wide is an asset on which to capitalize, as it is pedestrian-friendly in nature. This has the potential
for the creation of a smaller scale, walkable environment and a main street that is not currently present in North Las Vegas or
common in the Las Vegas Valley in general.

is really serving the immediate, local, and Citywide
population first. This is a primary place that links
major employers and anchors in Downtown, such as
North Vista Hospital and the Civic Center Campus.
Here people can take a walk at lunch, shop, or run
errands. Currently this experience does not exist
Downtown. It is necessary for the future land uses on
McDaniel Street to include active ground floor uses
with a mix of retail, office, and residential.
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LAKE MEAD BOULEVARD - OFFICE CORRIDOR

with street treatments such as pavers, overhead

Lake Mead Boulevard will maintain its current

signage, and wayfinding signage, so as to signal that

function as a major community and regional

this is as a place to travel to and not through.

connector. It will continue to be lined by community
destinations with high volumes of traffic. Lake Mead
Boulevard will become a distinguished office corridor
by supporting the expansion of North Vista Hospital,
as well as by creating regional office destinations and
potential regional retail at the Lake Mead Gateway

58

Transportation improvements will be targeted at key
intersections and key crossings in order to make this a safe and
more inviting place for pedestrians.

sites between I-15 and North Las Vegas Boulevard
near North Fifth Street. The office node created at
the intersection of Lake Mead Boulevard and North
Fifth Street will be supported by a new transit station
and rapid transit serving the region. Additional
office development would be expected to drive
redevelopment along the corridor between these two
anchoring uses.

FIFTH STREET — TRANSIT CORRIDOR
Fifth Street will be a super arterial and regional
connector. It will serve as a transit corridor and
provide regional connectivity. Some of the adjacent
land uses and areas will need to transition over
time to fit the new transportation role selected
for this area. Land uses will include areas of
existing residential, new pockets of multi-family,
higher density housing and regional office/retail
developments. The street will have limited access for
individuals turning left and will be in close proximity
to both I-15 and Lake Mead Boulevard—therefore it
will be a prime location for regional destinations. It
will be punctuated at Lake Mead by a new regional
transit station.

Transportation improvements will be targeted at
key intersections and key crossings in order to make
this a safe and more inviting place for pedestrians.
However, unlike McDaniel Street, this area will
continue to be predominantly auto-oriented.
Pedestrians and cyclists will be accommodated—but
the improvements will focus on intersections where
key land uses and intersections can be acknowledged
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PEDESTRIAN/BIKE CONNECTIONS

and links. This includes adding density to the

The east-west connection focuses on the Judson

street network where possible, especially within

alignment and the north-south alignment runs

large parcels that will redevelop and offer the

between the City Hall parking, City Hall, and the

opportunity to add a new street grid. The new

Silver Nugget. This provides connectivity into and

street grid will introduce smaller blocks and more

within the heart of Downtown, which is a main

connectivity, while also creating new linkages to

triangle consisting of Lake Mead Boulevard, Civic

other neighborhoods and areas that are landlocked or

Center Drive, and North Las Vegas Boulevard. This

separated from Downtown.
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Neighborhood Linkages will improve existing connections by
enhancing them with landscaping and better crossings at the
major intersections.

could be a recreational and multi-use pathway or

DOWNTOWN HOUSING

designed so that development actually fronts the

FO UR

The current mix of residents consists of homeowners

pathway—whether it is residential, retail, or office

who take pride in their homes and renters with

development—with entrances, balconies, and patios

59

absentee landlords. Existing single family housing

overlooking the pathway. This puts eyes on the

should remain, and through a series of programs,

path and creates a safer connection. The Judson

residences that are in disrepair can be enhanced and/

connection’s main function is to connect the historic
Civic Center Campus to the new City Hall, but more
importantly to connect the adjacent neighborhood to
the east to Downtown where there is no connectivity
today. Residents currently must travel up to Carey

or improved. Fixing up the existing neighborhood
and introducing new multi-family housing in several
forms would include: mixed-use development
with condominium or lofts/office space above
retail, duplexes, triplexes, and townhouses. This

Avenue or down to Lake Mead Boulevard when

will reinvigorate Downtown housing. Retaining

accessing Downtown.

affordable housing while also introducing workforce

NEIGHBORHOOD LINKAGES

housing and other market rate housing stock could

Neighborhood linkages will bolster existing

increase the tax base and add additional diversity to

connections by enhancing them with landscaping

the Downtown.

and better crossings at the major intersections.
Additionally, they will create new connections
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Envisioning the Corridor

NORTH FIFTH STREET
DISTRICT
The North Fifth Street District
concentrates higher density mixed use
infill around the proposed station areas
at Azure Avenue, Washburn Road, and
Craig Road. The Azure Avenue area
holds opportunities for moderately
intense development as characterized
by the Suburban Center TOD land use.
The Washburn Road area in the center
of the district is surrounded by existing
and stable residential neighborhoods.
Limited opportunities for mixed use
infill exist here. At Craig Road, a major
mixed use development is proposed on
the east side of North Fifth Street.
Canyon Springs High School and
existing residential development are
also nearby within walking distance.
Compared to the University and Deer
Springs Districts, the density of
development near transit in the North
Fifth Street District is lower in response
to the character of the existing low
density residential neighborhoods that
currently form the identity of this
portion of the corridor.
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Envisioning the Corridor

INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT
The land use concept for the Industrial
District focuses on employment‐based
uses around the proposed transit
station. In the immediate station area,
opportunities for more intensive
development as described in the
Suburban Center TOD land use would
provide a concentration of activity in
the district. Mixed use commercial and
office represent the primary land uses.
A multi‐modal transportation facility
could be located at Brooks Avenue to
serve the Cheyenne Technology
Corridor. The multi‐modal facility
would provide direct connections to
employment centers along Cheyenne
Avenue to the west and to the
Cheyenne campus of the Community
College of Southern Nevada to the east.

GATEWAY REDEVELOPMENT
DISTRICT
The land use concept for the Gateway
District focuses the strategic location of
a future Lake Mead transit station and
the district’s existing designation as a
Redevelopment Area.

North Fifth Street Transit Supportive Concept Plan

The focal point of the district is the
mixed use station area inside the Lake
Mead couplet where the most intense
pedestrian‐oriented development
would be located. Nearby freeway
access, good visibility, and a defined
development area could support
opportunities for mixed use
development similar to the Urban
Center TOD land use. Characterized
by multi‐family and single‐family
housing with nearby public schools,

the neighborhoods surrounding the
potential station area offer excellent
infill redevelopment opportunities, as
described in the Urban Neighborhood
and Medium Density Residential land
uses. Commercial and office land uses
concentrated along Lake Mead
Boulevard and Las Vegas Boulevard
could be redeveloped with Suburban
Center land use type.
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District Design Concepts

GATEWAY
REDEVELOPMENT
DISTRICT
Already designated as a redevelopment
area by the City of North Las Vegas, the
Gateway Redevelopment District is ripe
with urban redevelopment and infill
opportunities. Future transit
investment in this area will provide the
city with unequalled opportunities to
improve the quality of housing and
neighborhoods in this area. The focal
point of the district is the mixed use
station area inside the Lake Mead
couplet where the most intense
pedestrian‐oriented development
should be located. Nearby freeway
access, good visibility, and a defined
development area could support
opportunities for more intensive mixed
use development.
Characterized by multi‐family and
single‐family housing with nearby
public schools, the neighborhoods that
surround the potential station area
offer infill redevelopment
opportunities. Underutilized
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commercial and office land uses
concentrated along Lake Mead
Boulevard and Las Vegas Boulevard
have the potential for accessible, high‐
visibility, mixed use TOD
redevelopment.
Circulation through the district is
defined by the Great Street concept and
a Pedestrian Priority Area. On North
Fifth Street, local access lanes and
transit would be grade separated from
through traffic lanes near the Lake
Mead Boulevard couplet. At the Lake
Mead Boulevard couplet, the North
Fifth Street through lanes are proposed
to continue below grade as the transit
(and transit station facilities) and local
access stay at‐grade. The east‐west
travel lanes of the Lake Mead couplet
would bridge over the North Fifth
Street north‐south through lanes that
are below grade. This concept
prioritizes and maintains local
connectivity while allowing North
Fifth Street through traffic to move
more efficiently through the Gateway
area. The Pedestrian Priority Area
around the proposed transit village
includes nearby school properties and

North Fifth Street Transit Supportive Concept Plan

links them to the transit facilities with
Pedestrian/Bike Priority Streets. These
streets cater to those who prefer to
walk or bike between destinations.
Future street connections efficiently
link existing land uses and proposed
redevelopment areas to the core of the
station area.
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